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Abstract
A fork is a graph that is obtained from K1;3 by subdividing one edge. It is known [6–8]
that for K1;3-free graphs the problem of $nding the largest independent set can be solved in a
polynomial time. In this paper, we prove that this is also true for the wider class of fork-free
graphs. ? 2002 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
An independent set in a simple graph is a set of pairwise nonadjacent vertices. An
independent set is called maximal if it is not contained in another independent set,
and largest if it has the maximum possible number of vertices. This number is called
the independence number of the graph and is denoted by (G). The independent set
problem is to $nd a largest independent set in a given graph. This problem is known
to be NP-hard, and it remains NP-hard even for some restricted classes of graphs [5].
At the same time, some “domains of e9ciency”, i.e., the classes of graphs for which
this problem can be solved in polynomial time, are known. The purpose of this paper
is to extend one of such domains.
A class X of graphs is called hereditary if for every graph in X all its induced
subgraphs belong to X , and strongly hereditary if for every graph in X all its subgraphs
belong to X . Every hereditary (and only hereditary) class X can be speci$ed by a set
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M of forbidden induced subgraphs. This means that X consists of those and only
those graphs that do not have induced subgraphs in the set M . In this case we write
X = Free(M): If M is $nite then X is called 3nitely de3ned.
A class of graphs is -simple if there exists a polynomial-time algorithm $nding
a largest independent set in the graphs of this class. In [1], it is proved that the
independent set problem remains NP-complete for a $nitely de$ned hereditary class
X if X includes the class T of those graphs in which every connected component
is homeomorphic either to K2, or to K1;3. Thus, the hereditary classes of particular
interest are those that have some graphs in T among their forbidden subgraphs; the
classes speci$ed by a single forbidden subgraph belonging to T are probably the most
important.
In [3], it is proved that every strongly hereditary class not containing T is -simple.
For the hereditary classes that are not strongly hereditary the situation is much more
di9cult. At present, the author is aware of the following polynomially solvable cases of
the independent set problem for the hereditary classes with one forbidden
subgraph.
1. The class Free(P4) (Pn is the simple path with n vertices). Sometimes, these
graphs are called cographs. They have a simple structure: each cograph either is
disconnected, or has a disconnected complement. This implies a polynomial-time
algorithm for $nding the largest independent sets in cographs.
2. The asymptotic behavior of the number of maximal independent sets in graphs
from hereditary classes was studied in [2], where it was proved that this number
is bounded from above by a polynomial (in the number of vertices) for those and
only those classes which have a graph of the type mK2 as a forbidden subgraph
(mK2 is the graph on 2m vertices whose every connected component is a K2). The
-simplicity of every class Free(mK2) follows from the above, because there are
known algorithms that $nd all maximal independent sets in a time proportional
to the number of maximal independent sets multiplied by a polynomial in the
number of vertices (see, for example, [9]). This is the only known in$nite family
of the -simple classes speci$ed by one forbidden subgraph from T , provided that
we exclude the trivial extensions resulting from addition of isolated vertices to a
forbidden subgraph (see [3]).
3. The graph K1;3 is often called a claw. Polynomial algorithms to $nd the largest
independent sets in graphs of class Free(K1;3) were presented in [6–8]. These
algorithms are diFerent but they are all based on e9ciently solving the largest
matching problem. While converting a given graph to its line graph, every match-
ing (i.e., an independent set of edges) turns into an independent set of vertices.
Therefore, an algorithm solving the largest matching problem on general graphs
can be easily transformed into an algorithm solving the independent set problem
on line graphs. The class Free(K1;3) is an extension of the class of line graphs.
In [8], the independent set problem in the class of K1;3-free graphs is solved by a
direct application of the alternating paths technique, while in [6,7] its polynomial
reducibility to the same problem on line graphs is proved.
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Thus, for every graph G on four vertices in T , the class Free(G) is -simple. There
are three graphs on $ve vertices without isolated vertices in T :P5; P2 + P3, and the
graph resulting from the claw by subdividing one edge. The latter will be called a
fork and denoted by F . The class Free(F) is an extension of the classes Free(K1;3)
and Free(P4). In [4], the -simplicity of a class speci$ed by two forbidden subgraphs,
one of which is F , is proved. In this paper it will be proved that the class Free(F) is
-simple.
In Section 1, the bipartite graphs in the class Free(F) are characterized (Theorem 1)
and a general approach to the problem is presented. The rest of the paper is devoted
to the realization of this approach.
A few remarks about the terminology. Throughout the paper, the term “maximal”
with respect to the sets having some property means inclusion-wise maximal with this
property. The term “subgraph” will everywhere mean “induced subgraph”. In particular,
when speaking of paths, claws, forks, and cycles contained in a graph, we will always,
without special stipulations, imply the induced subgraphs of the corresponding type.
By a path we mean a simple path; by a cycle, a simple cycle. If A and B are subsets
of the vertex set of some graph, then by 〈A〉 we denote the subgraph induced by the
set A, and by NB(A), the set of those vertices in B that are adjacent to at least one
vertex in A.
1. Bipartite graphs without forks
One of the frequently encountered approaches to the independent set problem con-
sists in, $rst, $nding an initial independent set A, and then trying to get a larger
independent set by means of replacing a collection of vertices in A by a larger subset
of vertices in KA. (Here, KA is the complement of A with respect to the vertex set of
the graph.) If one succeeds in proving that no such substitution exists, then A is a
largest independent set. For any X ⊆ KA, the number inc(X ) = |X | − |NA(X )| is called
the increment of the set X . An independent set X ⊆ KA with a positive increment
will be called a magni3er for A, and the subgraph 〈X ∪ NA(X )〉, the augmenting sub-
graph. The largest magni3er for A is a magni$er with the largest increment. If X is
a magni$er for A, then A′ = (A − NA(X )) ∪ X is an independent set and |A′|¿ |A|;
and if X is the largest magni$er for A, then A′ is the largest independent set of the
graph.
Since any augmenting subgraph is bipartite, the information that the structure of
bipartite graphs in a certain class is simple enough can become a prerequisite for
successfully applying the “exchange strategy” to this class of graphs. For example,
K1;3-free bipartite graphs have rather simple structure: every connected component in
such a graph is either a path or a cycle. The variety of fork-free bipartite graphs
also appears not to be too diverse. A connected bipartite graph whose each vertex
is adjacent to each vertex in the other part, except possibly a single one, is called a
complex. In other words, a complex is obtained from a complete bipartite graph by
deleting a matching.
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Theorem 1. A connected bipartite graph without forks is either a path; or a cycle;
or a complex.
Proof. Let G be a connected bipartite graph without forks. If each vertex in G has
degree at most 2; then G is either a path; or a cycle. Suppose that there is a vertex a
of degree at least 3 in G. By Ai denote the set of all vertices lying at distance i from
a. Since G is bipartite; each Ai is an independent set.
We $rst prove that 〈A1 ∪ A2〉 is a complex. Each vertex b∈A2 has an adjacent
vertex c∈A1. If G had two vertices d1 and d2 nonadjacent to b in A1, then G would
contain the fork 〈a; b; c; d1; d2〉. Hence, each vertex in A2 is adjacent to each vertex of
A1 except possibly one. Suppose that A1 has a vertex b nonadjacent to at least two
vertices c1 and c2 in A2. Then by the observation above, c1 and c2 must be adjacent
to each of the other vertices of A1. Therefore, any vertex in A1 other than b together
with vertices a; b; c1; c2 would form a fork.
Now consider the set A3. If A3 is not empty, then we choose a vertex b in it and
a vertex c1 ∈A2 adjacent to b. Suppose that there is a vertex c2 in A2 nonadjacent to
b. Then by choosing in A1 a vertex d adjacent to c1 and c2 (the existence of such a
vertex follows from the facts that |A1|¿ 3 and 〈A1∪A2〉 is a complex), we get the fork
〈a; b; c1; c2; d〉. Consequently, each vertex in A3 is adjacent to each vertex in A2. But
then A3 cannot have more than one vertex, since otherwise two vertices in A3 together
with the vertices of any shortest path connecting a to some vertex in A2 would form
a fork. It is also clear that Ai = ∅ for i¿ 4, since every vertex in A2 is adjacent to at
least two vertices of A1.
So, the graph G has the following structure: the complex 〈A1∪A2〉 is augmented by
a vertex a adjacent to all the vertices of some part and, possibly, by another vertex
adjacent to all the vertices of the other part. This implies that G is a complex.
In any augmenting subgraph, at least one connected component must be an aug-
menting subgraph. Therefore, $nding, augmenting paths and complexes is su9cient for
$nding largest independent sets in graphs without forks. A path is called long if it
consists of at least 8 vertices. Our approach to the problem consists in considering the
following cases.
1. The graph has no claws.
2. The graph has no long paths.
3. The graph has both claws and long paths.
We can easily determine in polynomial time which of these cases takes place. In
Case 1, any known algorithm for claw-free graphs can be applied. Cases 2 and 3 are
studied below. In Section 2, a recursive algorithm for the graphs without forks and long
paths is justi$ed. In Section 3, structural properties of graph containing forks and long
paths are established and analyzed. In Section 4, we show how to use these properties
for an e9cient graph reduction preserving the information about the size of a largest
independent set.
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2. Graphs without forks and long paths
In this section, we prove that the class Free(F; P8) is -simple.
Let G be a graph without forks and long paths. Our algorithm for $nding a largest
independent set consists of preliminary and main stages. At the preliminary stage, we
select an arbitrary independent set in G and look for subgraphs, containing at most 7
vertices, to be augmenting for this set. It is clear that this can be done in polynomial
time. If such an augmenting subgraph is found, then we make the exchange described
above, which leads to a larger independent set. We repeat this procedure until we get
an independent set A for which there is no augmenting subgraph with at most seven
vertices.
By B denote the set of all vertices of the graph which are not in A. The vertices in
A are called white, and the vertices in B, black. The set of white vertices adjacent to a
black vertex x is the base of x, denoted by O(x). The base for a set of black vertices
is the union of their bases.
Theorem 1 combined with the above assumptions imply that connected augmenting
subgraphs for A must be complexes. Moreover, such a complex must contain at least
four white vertices; otherwise, some black vertices can be removed from it so that an
augmenting subgraph on at most seven vertices, is obtained. But if one part of the
complex contains at most 4 vertices, then each vertex of the other part is adjacent
to at least 3 vertices in the complex. So, no black vertex adjacent to at most two
white vertices can be a part of the magni$er and, consequently, a part of a largest
independent set. If the graph contains black vertices of this sort, then they can be
removed. Therefore, from now on we may assume that the base of every black vertex
consists of at least 3 vertices.
The purpose of the main stage of the algorithm is to $nd a largest magni$er for A.
Let us show that this problem is polynomially reducible to $nding largest independent
sets in some vertex disjoint subgraphs of graph 〈B〉. We $rst establish some useful
facts.
Lemma 1. For every two black vertices a and b; one of the following statements is
true:
(a) max{|O(a)− O(b)|; |O(b)− O(a)|}6 1;
(b) O(a) ⊂ O(b) (or vice versa); |O(b)− O(a)|¿ 2; and a and b are adjacent;
(c) O(a) ∩ O(b) = ∅; and a and b are not adjacent.
Proof. Suppose that the set O(a) − O(b) contains at least two vertices c1 and c2. If
a and b are not adjacent; then O(a) ∩ O(b) = ∅; for otherwise the vertices a; b; c1; c2
with any vertex of O(a) ∩ O(b) form a fork. If a and b are adjacent; then O(b) ⊂
O(a); for otherwise the same 4 vertices together with any vertex of O(b)−O(a) form
a fork.
A black vertex is called strong if its base meets the base of each other black vertex,
and weak otherwise.
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Lemma 2. If G is connected; then every black vertex having a maximal base is a
strong vertex.
Proof. Suppose that a black vertex a has a maximal base but there are black vertices
whose bases do not meet the base of a. Among them; we choose a vertex b closest to a.
It follows from Lemma 1 that a and b are not adjacent. Therefore; any path connecting
them passes through at least one black vertex distinct from a and b. Let x be the $rst
black vertex after b along the shortest path from b to a. Since the distance between
a and x is smaller than that between a and b; we have O(a) ∩ O(x) = ∅. Either the
vertices x and b are adjacent; or there exists a white vertex adjacent to each of them.
In any case; O(b) ∩ O(x) = ∅ (if x and b are adjacent; then this follows from Lemma
1). Consequently; the set O(x) is not contained in O(a). Since O(a) is a maximal
base; it follows that O(a) is not a subset of O(x); too. Then by Lemma 1; we have
|O(x)−O(a)|=1. Hence |O(x)∩O(b)|=1. But Lemma 1 and the assumption that the
base of every black vertex consists of at least 3 vertices imply that the intersection of
every two bases cannot consist of precisely one vertex.
Lemma 3. Every strong vertex is adjacent to each weak vertex.
Proof. Let a be a strong vertex; and b; a weak vertex. Then O(a) ∩ O(b) = ∅; and
there exists a third vertex c such that O(a) ∩O(c) = ∅; and O(b) ∩O(c) = ∅. If a and
b satisfy (a) of Lemma 1; then |O(a) − O(b)|6 1 and |O(c) ∩ O(a)| = 1. From this;
taking into account that |O(c)|¿ 3; we get |O(c) − O(a)|¿ 2. But this contradicts
Lemma 1 because O(a) is not a subset of O(c). So; only Case (b) of Lemma 1 can
hold for the vertices a and b.
So, a connected graph must have strong vertices. If it also has weak vertices, then
by Lemma 3 every magni$er for A consists of only strong or only weak vertices.
This makes it possible to use the “divide and conquer” method for $nding a largest
magni$er: $rst, we $nd a largest magni$er in the subgraph induced by strong and
white vertices; then, $nd it in the subgraph induced by weak and white vertices, and,
$nally, among them choose that having the larger increment.
The subgraph, induced by the set of weak vertices and its base is disconnected
(Lemma 2), and any largest magni$er in the subgraph (for its set of white vertices) is
the union of largest magni$ers in its connected components. In turn, every component
has strong vertices. Continuing this splitting process, we $nally get a partition of the
set B into subsets B1; : : : ; Bk such that all black vertices in each subgraph 〈Bi ∪O(Bi)〉
are strong (with respect to the set O(Bi) of white vertices of this subgraph).
As soon as the largest magni$ers for all these subgraphs are known, it is easy to
$nd a largest magni$er for the original graph. The white vertex sets of these subgraphs
can intersect, but only the fact that the sets of black vertices are pairwise disjoint is
essential, as it will be clear from what follows. Further, we consider one of such
subgraphs. To avoid additional notation, assume that the set B itself has this property,
i.e., consists of strong vertices only.
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Two nonadjacent vertices are called an anti-edge, and 3 pairwise nonadjacent ver-
tices, an antitriangle. A sequence of antitriangles in which every two neighboring
antitriangles have a common anti-edge is an AT -chain. We now de$ne an accessibility
relation on the anti-edge set of the graph 〈B〉; it relates two anti-edges if they coincide
or if there exists an AT-chain whose $rst antitriangle contains one of these anti-edges,
and whose last antitriangle contains the other. It is evident that this accessibility re-
lation is an equivalence. A set of vertices incident with the anti-edges of the same
equivalence class is called an AT -block. An AT-block is nondegenerated if it contains
at least 3 vertices. Clearly, all anti-edges in any independent set belong to the same
accessibility class. Consequently, every magni$er is contained in some nondegenerated
AT-block of the graph 〈B〉.
Lemma 4. The independent sets contained in an AT-block of the graph 〈B〉 and
consisting of at least two vertices; have the same bases.
Proof. Let X and Y be independent sets contained in an AT-block of the graph 〈B〉
such that |X |¿ 2 and |Y |¿ 2. Assume that there exists a white vertex w adjacent to
some vertex x∈X but not to any vertex in Y . Take an anti-edge in Y and consider the
AT-chain connecting it to some anti-edge incident with vertex x. In this chain; every
antitriangle has two vertices in common with the previous one. Moreover; the $rst
antitriangle has at least two vertices nonadjacent to w; and the last antitriangle has a
vertex adjacent to w. It follows that there exists an antitriangle (z1; z2; z3) that contains
two vertices nonadjacent to w and one vertex adjacent to w. But this contradicts the
fact that the subgraph induced by vertices z1; z2; z3 and the white vertices adjacent to
them is a complex (because each black vertex is strong and has at least three white
neighbors).
By Lemma 4, a largest independent set has the largest increment over all independent
sets contained in the same AT-block. Therefore, to $nd a largest magni$er for the set
A, it su9ces to $nd a largest independent set in each nondegenerated AT-block of the
graph 〈B〉 and, among them, to choose a set with the largest increment. Additional
complications are caused by the fact that AT-blocks can intersect. Later on, we will
show that the problem can be reduced to $nding largest independent sets in subgraphs
without common vertices.
Two black vertices are called similar if they coincide or if they are adjacent and
every black vertex adjacent to one of them is also adjacent to the other. It is easy
to see that the similarity is an equivalence relation and that for every AT-block, each
similarity class either is a subset of the AT-block or does not intersect it. In any
independent set of the graph 〈B〉, replacing a vertex by a similar vertex results in a set
that is also independent. Therefore, we can reduce the graph by removing all vertices
but one from every similarity class before searching for the largest independent sets
in the AT-blocks of this graph. In the reduced graph, each similarity class consists
of a single vertex, and each largest independent set in an AT-block is the largest
independent set in the corresponding AT-block of the graph 〈B〉.
The next statement is true for every fork-free graph with the trivial similarity relation.
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Lemma 5. If a graph without forks does not contain two di9erent similar vertices;
and some vertex belongs to two di9erent nondegenerated AT-blocks; then this vertex
is adjacent to no other vertex of these AT-blocks.
Proof. Let a vertex a belong to AT-blocks X and Y . Let CX and CY be the accessibility
classes of anti-edges corresponding to these AT-blocks. Assume that there is a vertex
x in X adjacent to a.
There exists an AT-chain in class CX connecting a to x, i.e., an AT-chain such
that the anti-edges of all its antitriangles belong to the class CX , the $rst antitriangle
contains a, and the last antitriangle contains x. The $rst antitriangle in this AT-chain
contains two vertices nonadjacent to a, while the last antitriangle contains the vertex
x adjacent to a. Therefore, the AT-chain must have an antitriangle (c1; c2; b) in which
c1 and c2 are not adjacent to a, and b is adjacent to a.
Since a∈Y , there exists another antitriangle (a; d1; d2) in which all anti-edges belong
to the class CY . Each of the vertices c1; c2 is adjacent to each of the vertices d1; d2, for
otherwise there would exist an antitriangle containing the anti-edges lying in diFerent
classes. The vertex b cannot be adjacent to d1 or d2, since otherwise a; b; c1; c2 along
with one of the vertices d1; d2 would form a fork.
Since a and b are not similar, it follows that there exists a vertex adjacent to one of
them but not to the other. Let y be adjacent to a and nonadjacent to b (the other case
can be treated in a similar way). The vertex y cannot be adjacent both to c1 and to c2,
for otherwise there would be the fork 〈a; b; c1; c2; y〉. For the same reason, y cannot be
adjacent to d1 and d2 simultaneously. Hence, y is not adjacent to both ends of some
edge in the cycle 〈c1; d1; c2; d2〉; say, of the edge (c1; d2).
But then there exists an AT-chain (c1; c2; b); (c1; b; y); (b; y; d1); (b; d1; d2), whose $rst
antitriangle contains the anti-edge (c1; c2) lying in the class CX , and whose last an-
titriangle, the anti-edge (d1; d2) lying in the class CY . However, this contradicts the
assumption that the classes CX and CY are diFerent.
The set of all vertices of some AT-block not belonging to other AT-blocks is
called the core of this AT-block. By Lemma 5, to $nd a largest independent set
in an AT-block of the reduced graph, it su9ces to $nd a largest independent set in
the core of the AT-block and to augment it with the vertices that do not lie in the
core.
Evidently, the cores of diFerent AT-blocks do not intersect. It is also easy to see
that all operations used in the course of the graph reduction and the recognition of
AT-blocks, can be implemented in a polynomial time (for example, the recognition
of AT-blocks can be reduced to $nding connected components in the auxiliary graph:
in this graph, the vertices correspond to the anti-edges of the original graph, and 2
vertices are adjacent if and only if the corresponding anti-edges belong to the same
antitriangle).
In other words, the total time complexity of all operations, except the recursive search
for the largest independent sets in the cores of AT-blocks, is bounded from above by
some polynomial P(n) in the number of vertices. For the total complexity F(n) of the
algorithm, we have F(n)6P(n) + max(F(n1) + · · ·+ F(nk)), where the maximum is
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taken over all sets of natural numbers n1; : : : ; nk satisfying n1 + · · ·+ nk ¡n. It follows
that F(n) is bounded from above by a polynomial.
3. Paths and claws
In this and subsequent sections, we will prove that the independent set problem for
a graph having claws and long paths can be reduced in polynomial time to the same
problem for a graph in Free(F; P8) with a smaller number of vertices. The reduction
is based on a structural property of these graphs that is described by the following
theorem.
Theorem 2. If a connected fork-free graph contains a claw and a long path; then it
has a vertex adjacent to all vertices of this path.
We $rst prove a few auxiliary statements. To distinguish between the end-points of
a path considered; one of them will be called left; and the other; right. Hence; one of
the two directions along the path is chosen (in each case arbitrarily); and we can say
that a vertex is located to the left or to the right of another vertex. In the claw; the
vertex of degree 3 is called central (or the center); and the others; peripheral.
In the proof, we shall consider possible intersections of the vertex sets inducing
a claw S and a path P. For brevity, we introduce a numerical characteristic of the
intersection.
Assign weight 1 to each peripheral vertex of the claw, and weight 4 to its center;
then the intersection weight of sets S and P is de$ned to be the total weight of vertices
in their intersection. Denote this characteristic by t. It is evident that 06 t6 7, but
t =7 is impossible as a claw cannot be a part of a path. Thus, the intersection weight
can vary from 0 up to 6. The following lemma establishes the validity of Theorem 2
in one of these cases.
Lemma 6. If vertex sets S and P in a fork-free graph induce a claw and a path
respectively; |P|¿ 6; and the intersection weight of S and P is equal to 3; then the
center of the claw 〈S〉 is adjacent to all vertices of the path 〈P〉.
Proof. The intersection weight is equal to 3 if and only if all peripheral vertices of
the claw belong to the path while the center does not. Let a be the center of the claw;
and b1; b2; b3 be the peripheral vertices enumerated from left to right. Among all claws
satisfying the assumptions of the lemma; we choose a claw with the maximum distance
between b1 and b3 along the path. Then all vertices of the path to the left of b1 and
to the right of b3 are not adjacent to a. If the path contains a vertex adjacent to b1 or
b3 and not lying between b1 and b3; then this vertex together with the other vertices
of the claw form a fork. Thus; b1 and b3 are the left and the right endpoints of the
path; respectively.
Suppose that the path has vertices nonadjacent to a and lying to the left of b2. Let
y be the rightmost among such vertices. If y is not adjacent to b1, then 〈a; b1; b3; y; z〉,
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where z is the right neighbor of y in the path, is a fork. If y is adjacent to b1 but not
adjacent to b2, then the set {a; b1; b2; b3; y} forms a fork.
It remains to consider the case when the segment of the path between b1 and b2
contains exactly one vertex. But then the segment between b2 and b3 contains at least
two vertices. If none of them is adjacent to a, then we get a fork as above. Otherwise,
〈a; b1; b3; y; u〉 is a fork, where u is the second vertex lying to the left of b3 on the
path.
Let a be a vertex not lying on some path. A maximal subpath of this path formed
by the vertices adjacent to a is called an a-segment. The a-segment is internal if it
contains no endpoints of the path.
Lemma 7. If a subset of vertices P in a fork-free graph induces a path; |P|¿ 6; and
a vertex a is neither in P nor adjacent to any vertex of P; then the path has at most
two a-segments and every internal a-segment contains at least two vertices.
Proof. The $rst statement follows from Lemma 6; since the existence of three a-
segments implies the existence of a claw whose center is a and three peripheral vertices
lie on the path.
Assume that there is an internal a-segment consisting of a vertex x only, and let y1
and y2 be the vertices of the path which are adjacent to x and lie to the left and to
the right of x, respectively. Since there are at most two a-segments, the path contains
no vertices adjacent to a either to the left of y1 or to the right of y2. Suppose that the
$rst case holds. If y1 is not the end vertex, then its left neighbor on the path forms a
fork with a; x; y1; y2.
Hence y1 is the left endpoint of the path. There are at least three vertices in the path
to the right of y2. Let z1; z2; z3 be those vertices, following y2 from left to right. The
vertex z1 must be adjacent to a, since otherwise 〈a; x; y1; y2; z1〉 would form a fork. If
z1 or z2 is adjacent to a, then it forms a fork with a; x; y1; y2. Thus, z2 and z3 are not
adjacent to a. But then we have the fork 〈a; y2; z1; z2; z3〉.
By Lemma 7, there are no claws and paths with the intersection weight equal to 6.
Indeed, if the intersection weight is 6, then any claw has only one peripheral vertex b
outside the path. But then the center of the claw forms an internal segment consisting
of 1 vertex, a contradiction with Lemma 7.
Proof of Theorem 2. Assume that a vertex set P in a fork-free graph induces a path;
|P|¿ 8; and the graph contains a claw. Let us show that the graph contains a claw
having the intersection weight equal to 3 with respect to this path. Then Theorem 2
will follow by Lemma 6.
Among all vertex sets inducing claws in the graph, we choose a set S having the
maximum intersection weight t with the path P. Let us prove that t ¿ 0. Indeed, assume
that no claw shares a vertex with the path 〈P〉. Then we choose the set S more exactly;
namely, so that the distance between the sets S and P in the graph were the minimum.
Let the distance be equal to d¿ 0, and S = {a; b1; b2; b3}, where a is the center of the
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claw. Let x be the $rst vertex of the shortest path ) from S to P that is not in the set
S. We prove that x is adjacent to exactly two peripheral vertices of the claw. Indeed,
all the remaining variants lead to a contradiction:
• if x is not adjacent to peripheral vertices, then x is adjacent to a, and the vertices
a; x; b1; b2 induce a claw at a smaller distance from P;
• if x is adjacent to the only peripheral vertex b1 but not to a, then the vertices
a; x; b1; b2; b3 form a fork;
• if x is adjacent to a and to the only peripheral vertex b1, then the vertices a; x; b2; b3
induce a claw at a smaller distance from P;
• if x is adjacent to each of the three peripheral vertices, then 〈x; b1; b2; b3〉 is a claw
at a smaller distance from P.
So, we may assume that x is adjacent to b1 and b2 but not to b3. If d¿ 2 then
the vertex y following x in ) together with x; b1; b2 form a claw at a smaller distance
from P. Hence d = 1 and x∈P. Suppose that a vertex y belongs to the path and is
adjacent to x. Then vertex y must be adjacent to b1 or b2, for otherwise the subgraph
〈x; y; b1; b2〉 is a claw at distance 0 from P. But then y is also the $rst vertex of the
shortest path from S to P, and so it is adjacent to exactly two peripheral vertices.
Thus, every vertex of the path is adjacent to exactly two peripheral vertices of a
claw. Consequently, the total number m of the edges connecting the vertices of the
path with the peripheral vertices of the claw is equal to 2|P|. On the other hand, each
vertex bi is adjacent to at most four vertices of the path (otherwise it would be the
center of a claw with three peripheral vertices on the path). Therefore m6 12, whence
|P|6 6; a contradiction with the assumption of Theorem 2.
It remains to consider the cases when t is equal to 1,2,4 or 5. First, suppose that
t ¡ 3. A vertex of P is called free if it is adjacent to no vertex of S. By f denote the
number of free vertices, and by m, the number of ordered pairs of adjacent vertices
(x; y) such that x∈P; y∈ S. Suppose x∈P− S. If we assume that x is adjacent to the
center of a claw but not to any peripheral vertex, then we get a claw with the same
center but having a larger intersection weight. If x is adjacent to only one peripheral
vertex of the claw and not to the center, then it forms a fork with all vertices of the
claw.
Therefore, every vertex of the path that is neither free nor belonging to the claw is
adjacent to at least two vertices of the claw. Every vertex in P∩S is adjacent to exactly
one vertex of the claw, its center. Thus, we have m¿ 2(8−f− t) + t = 16− 2f− t.
On the other hand, every vertex of the claw not belonging to the path is adjacent to
at most four vertices of the path (otherwise there would exist a claw with t = 3), and
every vertex of the path is adjacent to at most two other vertices of the path. Thus,
m6 4(4− t) + 2t = 16− 2t. Comparing these two inequalities, we get 2f¿ t ¿ 0.
Thus, there exists at least one free vertex. Choose a free vertex x having an adjacent
vertex y∈P that is not free. If y is adjacent to at most one peripheral vertex of the
claw, then it is adjacent to the center by the above argument. But in this case the other
peripheral vertices combined with the center and the vertices x; y form a fork. Hence,
y is adjacent to at least two peripheral vertices. But then y is the center of a claw
with t = 5.
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It follows that there exists a claw whose weight of the intersection with the path is
at least 3. Assume that there is a claw with t=4. We prove that in this case there is a
claw with t = 3 or 5. The proof almost coincides with that in the previous paragraph;
the only diFerence is that the set P∩S consists of 1 vertex, the center of the claw, and
the set P − S includes all three peripheral vertices. Therefore, the $rst inequality has
the form m¿ 2(8−f− 1) + 3= 17− 2f, and the second, m6 4× 3+ 2= 14. These
inequalities imply the existence of a free vertex. By the same argument, we conclude
that there exists a claw with t = 5.
It remains to consider the case t = 5. Let the set S induce a claw in which two
peripheral vertices b1 and b2 are outside the path P, while both the third peripheral
vertex b3 and the center a lie on the path. If b1 or b2 is adjacent to $ve or more
vertices of the path, then it is the center of a claw with t = 3.
Therefore, we suppose that each of b1; b2 is adjacent to at most four vertices of
the path. A vertex is called clean if it is adjacent neither to b1 nor to b2. Assume
that there exists a vertex z ∈P that is adjacent to b1 but not to b2. If z is adjacent
to a, then we get a b2-segment consisting of the only vertex a, which contradicts
Lemma 7.
If z is adjacent neither to a nor to b3, then z along with the vertices of the claw
form a fork. Thus, the path has at most 1 vertex that is adjacent to b1 and not to
b2 (or vice versa). Every other vertex of the path is either adjacent to both b1 and
b2 or to none of them. It follows that there are at least four clean vertices. Since, by
Lemma 7, there exist at most two b1-segments, it follows that there are two adjacent
clean vertices. We can choose these two vertices x1; x2 so that there were a vertex y
in the path which is adjacent to one of them and not clean. If y is adjacent to b1; b2,
then 〈b1; b2; x1; x2; y〉 is a fork. If y is adjacent only to b1, say, then we get the fork
〈b1; b3; x1; x2; y〉.
4. Eliminating long paths
We now show how to use the above properties of the graphs with claws and long
paths to design a polynomial-time reduction of the independent set problem for such
a graph to the same problem for a fork-free graph with a smaller number of vertices.
Theorem 3. Let G be a connected fork-free graph having both claws and long paths.
Then the vertex set of G can be partitioned into three subsets A; B; and C so that
(1) each vertex in A is adjacent to each vertex in B;
(2) each vertex in B is adjacent to no vertex in C;
(3) the subgraph 〈B〉 has a claw-free connected component with at least two vertices.
Proof. Let P be a vertex set inducing a long path in G. De$ne A as the set of the
vertices each of which does not belong to P and is adjacent to all vertices of P. It
follows from Theorem 2 that A = ∅. De$ne B to be the set of vertices that do not
belong to A and are adjacent to all vertices of A. It is evident that P ⊆ B. All other
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vertices form the set C. The subgraph 〈B〉 has no vertex adjacent to all vertices of P;
because every such vertex was put into A. Therefore; by Theorem 2; the component
of this subgraph that includes P is claw-free.
It remains to prove that no vertex in B is adjacent to a vertex in C. Indeed, suppose
that a vertex x∈C is adjacent to some vertex of B. First, assume that a vertex y in P
is adjacent to x. By construction, there is a vertex z ∈A not adjacent to x. Since x is
not adjacent to at least one vertex of P (otherwise it would lie in A), it follows that
it is not the center of a claw with all peripheral vertices on P by Lemma 6.
Therefore, the are at most 3 vertices in P other than y and adjacent to x. Moreover,
if y is an internal vertex of the path, then at least one of its neighbors in the path
is adjacent to x; otherwise, there would be the internal x-segment consisting of one
vertex. This implies that the path contains at least 3 vertices adjacent neither to x nor
to y. Two of these three vertices must be nonadjacent to each other. But then they
form a fork with x; y; z.
It remains to consider the case when vertex x is not adjacent to vertices of P but
adjacent to at least one vertex of B − P; say, to vertex y. But then by Lemma 6 at
most four vertices in P are adjacent to y, and we again can choose two vertices among
the others that form a fork with x; y; z.
It is clear that the decomposition described in the proof can be made in polynomial
time. We now show how to use this decomposition to $nd a largest independent
set.
Let G be a graph satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 3, and A; B; C be the
corresponding sets. Split B into two subsets: B1 that induces a claw-free connected
component with at least two vertices in the subgraph 〈B〉 (in fact, as follows from
the proof, such a component contains at least 8 vertices), and B2 = B − B1. In the
claw-free subgraph 〈B1〉, we $nd a largest independent set W . Since 〈B1〉 is connected,
|W |¡ |B1|. Remove all vertices of the set B1−W from G, i.e., consider the subgraph
G′ = 〈A ∪ C ∪ B2 ∪ W 〉. By the construction of the graph G, it follows that every
independent set M of this graph is a subset of either A ∪ C, or B ∪ C.
In the $rst case, M is independent in G′; too. In the second case, the set (M−B1)∪W
is independent in G′ and contains at least |M | vertices. Thus, for every independent
set of G, there is an independent set of the same order in its subgraph G′. Hence, a
largest independent set in G′ is largest in G, too. Note that B1 and W can be found
in polynomial time.
So, if a graph has claws and long paths, then the independent set problem for
this graph can be reduced to the same problem for a subgraph with fewer vertices.
This reduction is repeated until we get a graph either without claws or without long
paths.
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